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One of the defining characteristics of the Arctic is the presence of ice-rafted sediments (IRS) in sea 
ice.  The IRS plays a major role on the distribution of key TEIs and isotopes in the Arctic Ocean. Earlier 
studies have shown that 7Be and 210Pb are highly enriched in 7Be and 210Pb while other atmospherically-
delivered radionuclides (137Cs, 239,240Pu, 238Pu) are not (e.g., Baskaran, 2005).  Earlier studies have 
indicated that the particulate matter rafted by sea and glacial ice to be the major source of 232Th, REEs, Fe 
and Al to the surface seawaters in the Arctic Ocean (Winter et al.,1997; Measures, 1999; Trimble et al., 
2004). By comparing the activity ratios of 230Th/232Th in the particulate phase from the surface waters to 
that of the crustal value, Trimble et al. (2004) concluded that resuspension of sea ice-laden sedimentary 
particles from ice results in additional exchange of 230Th from the water column. Thus, the sediments in 
sea ice seem to play a significant role in the release/uptake of key TEIs.  Recent results indicate that there 
is recent exchange between the ice-rafted sediments and surface seawater.  Quantification of the uptake of 
short-lived radionuclides (234Th, 7Be, 210Po, 210Pb) radionuclides by IRS from the melt water taking place 
episodically and their release during full-melt, partial-melt and constant vs. episodic inputs of various 
radionuclides from the ice can be extended to quantify the release/uptake of REE, Al, Fe, and other key 
TEIs. Our primary goal is to investigate the following:  

1) Mechanisms of incorporation of 7Be, 210Pb and 10Be in sea ice sediments (from sea ice to ice-
rafted  sediments  and amount derived from sorption from surface seawater). This study has 
direct relevance to other key TEIs;  

2) Extent of recycling of ice-rafted sediments and key TEIs associated with the IRS (how many 
freezing/melting cycles before they are removed); and 

3) Role of melt ponds in the transfer of radionuclides and key TEIs from sea ice to ice-rafted 
sediments. 

The sea-ice sediment study has relevance to almost all key TEIs in the surface waters of the Arctic 
Ocean.  
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